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Application of weighted moments to image coding, 
decoding and processing. Part II. Blurred image recovery 
by the operations on moment’s representation
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This paper deals with one of the possible applications of intensity distribution moments 
to image processing. The relation between the moments of convolution and those of 
convolved functions enables the reduction of integral convolution equation to the 
set of algebraic equations. These equations can be inverted in a very simple manner, 
allowing the calculation of the moments of convolved function, provided that the 
moments of convolution and another convolved function are known. The example 
shows the possibility of partial deblurring of an image recorded out of the focus plane.

1 . Introduction

The possibility of 2-D image reconstruction from its intensity moments was 
discussed in paper [1]. To this end such a representation was orthogonalized and 
the image reconstructed by the approximation with orthogonal polynomials 
series. The weighted moments of distribution f{%, y) were defined as

where: Mp9 — weighted moment of order p +  q, 
w(oc,y) — weight function, 

and the integral (1) must be convergent.
The set of moments may be subject to various operations affecting the 

reconstructed image. This fact becomes obvious while taking account of the 
relation between the moments and Fourier transform (the moment’s theorem)
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where F{u,v) is the Fourier transform of f(x, y ).
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In particular

M °°= F {u ,v )  |M=V=0, (3)

and setting i f 00 to zero is equivalent to the “high-pass” filtering, or the thres
holding of constant component of an image. The values of Jf01 and Jf10:

M01 =  [ j f (x ,y )y d y r

Z  M
M10 =  f  f f (x ,  y)ocdx

— oo

define the position of “image centroid” and their modification enables simple 
image displacements. By applying higher order moments the image re-orienta
tion is possible.

Due to the above mentioned properties the moments were applied to the 
construction of image invariants [2, 3].

In this paper we shall present the possibility of a partial recovery of an image 
degraded by the convolution with quasi-stationary point spread function.

2 . Convolution moments

It will be assumed now that the functions f(x, y) and g{x1 y) have the moments 
with weighting function equal to unity, these moments will be referred to as 
Mfq and Mpq, respectively. The convolution of these functions is another 
function

+ 00

=  f f  f{x' ,y ' )g{x -x '  ,y -y ')dx 'dy' .
— oo

(5)

If the moments Mf9 and Mpq exist, then the moments M%9 of Ji(x, y) also 
exist and can be easily calculated. Substituting h(x,y) from Eq. (5) to the 
definition (1), after some very simple transformations, yields [4]

= i  I  (!) (|) Mr  ■ (6)

Thus, the moments of h(x, y) are the combinations of the moments Mpfq and 
Mpq of the same and lower orders.

If the distributions are represented by the matrices MfQ, MgQ, M%Q, P 
=  0 , . . . ,  P ,  g =  0 , . . . , # ,  then the matrix M%Q may be expressed as a specific 
“product” (6) of matrices M fQ and MgQ.
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Ca s a s e n t  et al. [4] proposed the application of Eq. (6) to the “ correction” 
of the moments of an image degraded by convolution. In this paper another 
application of Eq. (6) will be proposed.

3 . Inversion of Equation (6)

The set of Equations (6) for various p and q may be inverted, thus allowing the 
calculation of the moments of convolved function, provided that the momenta 
of convolution and another convolved function are known.

It will be assumed now, that all Jfj?a and Mf? are known and Mpq are to- 
be found. Three cases of Eq. (6) will be analysed:

i) If p +  q =  0 +  0, then

M°g° =  Ml0IM°f0 (7)

(if / ( . . . )  denotes the intensity distribution, then Jfj° = 0 ,  for f{oo,y) *=0, 
only).

ii) If p + 0 , g = 0  (first column of the matrix M%9), then

M ?  = M f -ioM l0°, (8>

The separation from the above series of» the last component which includes 
JfJ° yields

( 9 >

which enables the calculation of the subsequent moments Mp0,p  =  1, . . . ,P .
iii) p + 0 , 2  #  0.
As in the case ii), the last component of series (6) with the term Mpq can be 

separated to obtain

[ p — i t \ -Ii f f - £  I? I Mf~ioMig° I /Mf,
i=0 v / J

j i f f = [ j u t  =  J  |  (?) (j)  t * ? , ( 10)

which is also a set of recurrence equations. The limit of summation equals

G =  i2 for i +  p 
12 — 1 for i =  p . (13>

Thus, a set of Equations (6) can be inverted and the moments of convolved 
function obtained. This function can be then reconstructed with Legendre 
polynomials series by means of the procedure described in paper [1].
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In recurrence Equations (9) and (10) in order to calculate the subsequent 
moments of g(x, y) its moments of lower orders are applied, which were cal
culated previously, using the same equation. This creates the risk of avalanche
like increase of calculation errors and their cummulation. However, it should 
be pointed out that for the reasons related to the reconstruction procedure, the 
area over which the distributions are defined is always limited to \x\ <  1, \y\ <  1 
(this can always be realized by a simple rescaling of coordinates). The values 
of distributions are also limited to unity. This accounts for the fact that the 
values of moments decrease to zero, when their orders increase. This assures 
the stability of the above procedure.

4 . Experimental verification of the method

In order to testify the described method of deconvolution, some experimental 
convolutions were realized, which included the reconstruction of the expected 
“ideal” geometrical image if the real image was obtained in an optical setup 
(Fig. 1) outside the focus plane. In the case of incoherent illumination the 
mechanism of imaging can by described by an integral

oo

I'&uv'i) =  ffH®o,yo,v'i,yi)io(®o,yo)dx0dyo
— oo

(12)

where: I'(a£,yJ) — blurred image (outside the focus),
I q{,Xq i yo) — “ideal” geometrical image (to be reconstructed), 
s(xoi yoi °°<n y'o) — incoherent point spread function.

ture, L j, L 2 — collective and condenser lenses, t — transparency to be imaged, Ob — objec
tive, d0 — object-to-objective distance, di — image plane -distance, d\ — detection plane 
distance, A — focus plane-to-image plane distance
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In the case of a relatively small misfocns (s =* l /d 0 +  l  jd{ — l l f  & 0, but 
e ^  0), the incoherent point spread function is stationary: s(x0, y0, x'{, y[) 
— s{x0—Xi, yo—y'i). This results from the fact that

and that the coherent point spread h(...) function is stationary (provided 
that vignetting and aberrations are neglected)

where: xx =  xJM^, yt =yJM'i, x0 =  — {d'jd0)x0, y0 =  — (d'./d0)y0, and P(. . . )  
is the pupil function of imaging lens.

The stationarity of the spread function assures the convolution-type process 
of blurring, and the presented method of deconvolving may be applied. This 
was realized in the optical setup illustrated in Fig. 1. The deconvolution and 
reconstruction were calculated by means of a minicomputer.

The exemplary results for d0 — 300 mm, d'{ =  600 mm, /  =  180 mm, 
e =  —1 /1800 mm-1 are presented below. Figure 2 shows the spoke target image. 
The non-cylindrical shape of optical transfer function results from the “prolate” 
shape of the light source and the fact that Kohler’s conditions in the disfocused 
setup were neglected. While calculating the moments of point spread function 
the influence of its shape was automatically taken into account.

(13)
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Fig. 2. Blurred spoke target image
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Fig. 3. Two-slit aperture in position I (a), and its blurred image (b)

Fig. 4. Two-slit aperture in position II (a), and its blurred image (b)

The example of two-slit aperture with two orientations is presented in 
Figs. 3 and 4.

After the evaluation of the moments of convolution (blurred image I'(#J, ŷ )) 
and point spread function $(...) (the image of a pinhole, 0 ^  10 microns), the 
moments of the “ideal” I 0(a?0, y0) were calculated. Next, from its moments 

Vo) was reconstructed. The cross-sections of this reconstructions (per
pendicular to the direction of the slits, in the middle of their length) are shown 
in Fig. 5. In these reconstructions various orders P - f  Q of the representations 
were applied. In the first case (I) the improvement is relatively small, but the 
blurred image quality was quite good. In the case II the improvement is quite 
substantial.
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"Fig. 5. Cross-section of reconstructed images: I (a) and II (b). The reconstructions with
various orders of representations P+Q  (----------  image in the focus plane, .........  blurred
im a g e ,----------P+Q  =  8 + 8 , P +Q  =  12 +  12)

In order to evaluate quantitatively the possible improvement, the contrast 
K  of reconstructed slits was calculated

_ ĵ max m̂in
: +  -̂ min

(15)

For the case of ideal imaging K  =  1 and in the case of blurred imaging we have: 
case I — K  — 0.89, 
case II — K  =  0.10.

Values of contrast K  for various reconstructions of the two-slit aperture

Keconstruction Reconstruction
Ideal image Blurred image order 

(12 +  12)
order 
(8 +  8)

Case I 1.0 0.89 0.93 0.92

Case II 1.0 0.10 0.38 0.2U

The Table shows the improvement of contrast K  for various orders of recon
struction. This improvement is particularly obvious in the case II  — nearly 
4 x for the reconstruction of order of 12 +  12.

These experiments carried out for a number of various distributions gave 
similar results, thus proving the importance of nonorthogonal representations 
in some operations in the image.
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IlpiiMcneime B3BeuiHBaeMbix momchtob flJiH KÔ HpoBamm, êKO/uipoBamiH 
h npeo6pa30BaHHH H3o6paaceHHH. H. n . PeKOHCipyKium pa3MWToro H3o6paaceHHfl 
npn noMonui npeo6pa30BaHH» npê CTaBJieHKH momchtob

Pa6oTa Kacaeica bo3mohchocth npHMCHeHjm momchtob pacnpeflejieHim HanpsraceHHH pjw  npeo6pa3o- 
BaHHfl H3o6pa5KeHHH. CooTHomeHHe Meacay MOMeHTaMH cnjieTeHH» h MOMeHTaMH cruieTaeMbix 4)yHKiui8: 
no3BOJiaeT npHBecTH HHTerpajibHoe ypaBHeHne ciuieTeHHH k 4>opMe chctcmm ajireSpairaecKHX ypaBHeHnli. 
CjieflOBaiejibHo, 3th ypaBHeHna bo3mohcho oSpaTHTb oneHb npocTo, mto no3BOJiaeT paccHHTaTb momch-  
tm  oRHoh H3 „cnjieTeHHbix”  (JjyHKiuih, npn ycnoBHH, mto MOMeHTbi cnjiereHHH h BTopofi 4>Yhkiihh h3bcct-  
hbi. npHMep noKa3biBaeT B03M0>KH0CTb nacTHMHoro yuajieHHH pa3MbiBa H3o6paace:3HB, aaperacrpupo- 
BaHHoro BHe <j)OKajibHOH njiocKocTH.


